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Quantum dynamics of a superconducting tunnel junction
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Basing our model and method on the microscopic theory we formulate a quantum-mechanical
description for the relevant variable in a superconducting tunnel junction, i.e., the phase difference
across the junction. The quasiparticle degrees of freedom are responsible for dissipation and noise in
the system. Because of the discreteness of the charge-transfer process, the noise is shot noise. The
energy gaps in the superconductors lead to further interesting features. We discuss the consequences
of these physical effects on macroscopic quantum phenomena.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamical variable that describes a Josephson junc-
tion is the phase difference of the order parameters of the
superconductors on the two sides of the barrier. It has
been known for some time that this variable is coupled to
microscopic degrees of freedom, the quasiparticle excita-
tions, which act as a heat reservoir and source of phase
fluctuations. Various schemes have been put forward
over the years to describe this coupling. The most physi-
cally appealing of these ideas is the so-called resistively
shunted junction model. ' In its usual form this model
treats the phase as a classic@1 variable, and the barrier as a
linear resistor with its associated classical thermal noise.
To describe interesting physical situations that occur at
very low temperatures, generalizations of this simple
model are needed: A proper quantum-mechanical treat-
ment of the dynamics of the phase and the environment
of quasiparticles is required; and, one might wish to take
into account the fact that junctions by themselves, i.e.,
without shunt resistors across them, are typically not
linear resistances but display the nonlinearities associated
with the energy gaps in the superconductors. A suitably
general formalism, based on a microscopic model and
satisfying these requirements, has been briefly described in
a note by the present authors. ' When the nonlinear con-
ductance is ignored and the phase difference is assumed to
be small the results of this model have been shown to be
equivalent to those obtained from Caldeira's and
Leggett's ' model treatment of linear (Ohmic) dissipation.

In this paper we describe our model and method in
more detail. In addition to making connection with the
case of linear dissipation, which was the useful thing to do
at the time of our original publication, we emphasize the
interesting aspects of our nonlinear model. We work out
the consequences of the theory for switching by
quantum-mechanical tunneling from a superconducting to
a resistive state, we examine the question of coherent os-
cillations in a bistable potential well, and we display the
novel Langevin equation our model leads to when the con-
dition of least action is imposed.

In outline, the plan of this paper is as follows. In the
next section we introduce the microscopic model, and
show how to express its statistical properties as a func-
tional integral over the relevant slow variable, the phase.
We show how bulk energies suppress fluctuations in the
magnitudes of the order parameters in the superconduc-
tors on the two sides of the barrier and also couple the'
time derivative of the phase to the voltage difference
across the junction. These points were contained in Ref.
3. We go beyond that work by including the effect of a
magnetic field and deriving the equations for statistical
fluctuations in a ring containing an oxide barrier. We also
show that for phase variations slow on the scale A'/b,

where 6 is the energy gap, the dominant effect of the
quasiparticle environment at zero temperature is to renor-
malize the capacitance of the junction. In Sec. III we dis-
cuss the time evolution of the reduced density matrix (i.e.,
traced over all degrees of freedom except the phase) and
obtain a functional integral form similar to that given by
Feynman and Vernon, Caldeira and Leggett, and
Schmid. Our formula contains the fluctuation and dissi-
pation response functions of the system, and thus goes
beyond the linear dissipation treated in Refs. 5, 6, and 8.
In Sec. IV we show that in the classical limit the time evo-
lution is determined by a Langevin equation in which the
autocorrelation function of the noise current depends on
the time-dependent phase, and that this corresponds to
shot noise. Finally, we discuss the consequences of the
physical effects we have included on macroscopic quan-
tum effects in tunnel junctions.

II. QUANTUM STATISTICS
OF A SUPERCONDUCTING TUNNEL JUNCTION

A particular virtue of superconductors and supercon-
ducting tunnel junctions is their property that they can be
described by a fairly simple microscopic model, which has
been shown to cover most of the essential physics. As far
as the bulk superconductor is concerned the description
can be based on the BCS Hamiltonian, which assumes an
effective local, attractive interaction
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(The notations are standard, a summation over spins is
implied, and h,„, denotes an externally applied magnetic
field. ) A superconducting tunnel junction consists of two
such superconductors (L and R for left and right) which
are coupled. It is described by

H =HL+Hg+HT+Hg,
where, e.g. , HL (QL ) is of the form (1), with QI (x) refer-
ring to electrons in the left electrode. The coupling is due
to the transfer of electrons between L and R and due to
Coulomb interaction across the barrier. The former can
be described by the tunneling Hamiltonian'

HT f d'x ——f d'x'[T PL~(x)gg~(x')+H. c.] .

The range of the tunneling matrix element T ~ is restrict-
ed to the vicinity of the oxide barrier. This simple form
of Hz has proven to be very successful. As long as we are
concerned only with time scales slow compared with the
inverse plasma frequency, the Coulomb interaction be-
comes an effective capacitive interaction depending only
on the total charges on each electrode

Hg= 8C(QI. —Qz)'.

Here C is the usual capacitance determined by the
geometry and properties of the insulator. The charge on
the left side is

QL, ——e f d x/1. (x)QL (x) .

A superconducting ring with a weak link, i.e., a rf super-
conducting quantum-interference device (SQUID), in
cases where this weak link is a tunnel barrier, can also be
described by a Hamiltonian of the form (2) (with L and R
joined in a loop).

Z, = f D 6,(xr)D b, (xr)DV(~)DA(xr)

—s[~&,h&, v, A ]/%
Xe

where the action is

—S/A'= TrlnG ' —f f d x
~
bl. (xr)

~0 g xEL gL

(R~L) f — —CV —(r)
0

—f f d3x [(h(xv) —h,„,]

Here 6 is a 4)&4 matrix Green's function in the space
spanned by L and R and in the particle-hole space'
characteristic of superconductivity. It depends on the
fields EL, AR, and V and its inverse is given by

6 '(xr, x'r') =
6~ (xr,x'~') —T 5(r r')—
—T~ 5(w r') G g (xr,x'r')—

The diagonal elements in the L-R space are

Quantum-statistical properties of the system can be ob-
tained from the grand canonical partition function

ZG ——Tr - Iexp[ P(H——pN)] I,
7

or, more generally, from a generating functional Z(g)
where g couples to the quantity of interest. The trace is
taken over the fermion fields g and the vector potential
A. We now eliminate the quartic interactions in H by
means of the Hubbard-Stratonovich procedure. " In the
problem of a superconducting tunnel junction this is
achieved by introducin'g complex order-parameter fields
EL(xr) and h~(xr) coupling to Pl. ,(x)gl. ,(x) in the L
electrode, and similar in R. They account for the attrac-
tive BCS interactions. Furthermore, we need a real volt-
age field V(r), coupling to the charges, to account for the
Coulomb interaction. The resulting effective Hamiltonian
is a bilinear form in the four-dimensional space of the spi-
nors %' and 'p =(QL, „QL„pg„g~,). As a result the trace
over the fermion fields can be explicitly performed and we
arrive at a path-integral representation (in imaginary
times) of the partition function'

2
I'.e- l'

G I (g)(xr, xY) = —A' 1+ V — A~3 +)M(+)—V(~) 73 EL (g)(x~) .5(x —x )5(r ~'),
Bw 2m Ac 2

(10)

where ~3 is the Pauli matrix in the particle-hole space.
The order-parameter field appears off-diagonal in this

space,

The two electrodes I and R are coupled by

T 0

At this point it is advantageous to perform a gauge
transformation which makes the particle-hole off-
diagonal elements real and explicitly displays the role of
the phases $1.(z)(x,~). This is achieved by
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I/I {x,~)r3/2e,
I QR {x,~)~3/2

e

superconductor and concentrate on the magnitude of the
order parameter. In this case, the action simplifies to (see
Ref. 4 for more details)

A A i A
Thus the L diagonal element of U 6 U becomes So/R= —g e " ln(co Ek—)+

no+ 2 2 Fp
k, v g

A j Q A
fi —1+iI(vsL'V , )1

'r

whe~e co„are the complex Matsubara frequencies
~„=i(2v+ 1)m/Pfi and

4'V' m+ +LM ——v&L+i — —eVL
2m 2 2

Ek ——@k+5 = A' k —p2m

—bL, '5(x —x')5(v —i'), (13)

whereas the right-left off-diagonal elements acquire a
phase dependence

e +&/{&)/2 0XX

—if{v)/2~ xx'e
(14)

vsL

r

2e-
2Pl

VpL+ A

Also the time derivative Bdi. (z)/~r appears in a gauge in-

variant combination in conjunction with VL, ~g~
——( —) V/2.

What we have achieved so far is only a formal rewriting
of the partition function of the two-coupled superconduc-
tor as a multiple path integral. However, we have made
explicit the essential variables: the order parameters, the
superfluid velocity, the phase difference, and voltage
across the junction. The virtue of the path-integral repre-
sentation is the systematic approximation scheme it sug-
gests. The most probable, i.e., least action path yields
classical or mean-field solutions. Beyond that, it allows
us to calculate correlations of fluctuations in a straight-
forward way.

As a first example we consider a single homogeneous
I

Since T~. is finite only for x,x near the junction (at
x =0), the phase difference across the junction

P(r) =PL (x~ O, r) Pg—(x~—+0,~)

enters. Above we introduced the gauge invariant super-
fluid velocity

The least-action condition 5So/5b, =0 reproduces the
familiar BCS gap equation9

ficta 11=N(0)g f ~ dek tanh —,
' pEk(h), (16)

2Ek(b. )

which yields the equilibrium value b, . For an estimate of
the fluctuation of b. b, we need—
52So

N (0)PP"
M,2

X de tanh —, Ek
1 1

2Ek

We thus see that bulk energies proportional to N(0)F
suppress the fluctuations in b, except in a miniscule criti-
cal region (T, T)/T, &(k—T, /eF) below the transition
temperature. '"

The effect of the superfluid velocity becomes transpar-
ent if we expand Tr lnG ' in vs to second order, using the
relation

TrlnG '=Trln(Go '+5G ')

= TrlnG o '+Tr(G o56 ')

——,
' Tr(Go5G 'Go56 ')+

which is valid for general matrices. As a result we find
(still considering a single superconductor) a contribution
to the action

S~(v, )/fi=Tr f f (Rp) g Go p+ —,co + Go p —,co,
(2mB) (2M) 2 & N vs(q ~o)j

Xlp'vs( —q —~o)l +
2

&36o(p ~ )vs(q ~o).vs( —q —~o)

The second form defines the response kernel Q (q, mo), which relates the supercurrent to the superfluid velocity or vector
potential. (N is the total density of electrons. ) If vs varies slowly in space and time the action becomes

S/A'=So/A+ f f d x psvs(x, v)+
'
(h —h,„,)
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with the superfluid density given by ps N——Q (q ~0,coo 0——).
From the condition that the action be an extremum in the vector potential A it follows that

5S e 1 += ——ps vs — curl curl( A —A„,),
A c 4m

which, combined with Maxwell s equation, in regions where j„,=0, yields the Meissner effect

2~ js—~ js=0.

(20)

(21)

From here it is a short way to flux quantization in superconducting loops of thickness much larger than the penetration
depth A, . And in a SQUID geometry, where the loop contains a tunnel junction, the flux 4 through the loop and the
phase difference p across the junction are related by

4+@0(y/27r) =neo y (22)

where 4o is the flux quantum and n an integer.
Expanding the action in [(A'/2)(c)PL /c)i. ) —e VL ] (or R), which first contributes in second order, shows that the action

is a minimum if the time derivative of the phase is pinned to the local electric potential. Thus we recover the Josephson
relation

=—2eV .
a

(23)a7.

Both in the case of the Meissner effect and the Josephson relation, bulk energies suppress deviations from these mean-
field results, just as they did for fluctuations in

~

b,
~

.
From the previous analysis we learn that we can restrict our attention in the following to the only remaining essential

variable: the phase difference across the junction p, or equivalently by (22) if we consider a SQUID the flux through the
superconducting loop. Hence the partition function of a junction, up to irrelevant factors, becomes

2

ZG — D exp

ST[cti] &P &P, , cd(i ) y(r')— (t ( ).r+P(r')dr di' a(r r')cos — P(i. i')c—os-
o o 2 2

~T[4] Z~ dr C f ay
2 2e Bw

We evaluate the action explicitly by expanding in the tunnel matrix elements, which yields '

(25)

The kernels a and P aref,f, G. .(, p. )GR ( r, pR),2~T~ d pL, dPii
(2M) (2vrR)

P(i )
g f f FL(&~PL )FR( r~pR ) .2i T

i

d'pl d'pg

(2irfi) (2iriii)

(26)

We made the usual assumption that the tunneling matrix element depends weakly on the momenta near pz. The Green's
functions G and F are the diagonal (1,1) and off-diagonal (1,2) components of the Nambu-Green's function, whose in-
verse is given by Eq. (13). To the extent that the tunneling of the electrons distorts the electrodes only weakly, we can
take for G and F the equilibrium functions

G(co„,p) = fi(ifico„+e~—)/[(fico„) +Ez]

F(co,p) =fihl[(fico ) +Eq] .

The momentum integrations in (26) are now easily performed, which yields in the range —AP & r &fiP

d' 1

3 p 7,p = S 0 crt E Z (E e 1 z 6 7 z8 7 (27)
(2~f)'

Above fF denotes the Fermi function, and~(E) =
~

E
~

6(
~

E
~

—b, )/(E b, )'~ is the BCS density of stat—es.
The action (25) with a and /3 given by (26) provides a general description of the quantum-statistical properties of a

Josephson tunnel junction. We will now proceed and in the remainder of this section discuss various limits or approxi-
mations.
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At zero temperature the integration in (27) is readily performed. We find

~L, ~R
a(r) = IC)

2m.e R~

~L, ~z ~L, I~I
p(r) =

2 Ko Ko
2vre R~

(28)

1/r'2 for
~

r &&A'/6
2

2me R
2 ~

e ' '~ "' for
~

r
~

~~Pi/6

where Ko and E& are modified Bessel functions. The prefactor involves the normal state (or high voltage) conductance
of the junction I/Rz ——4me

~

T
~

XL (0)X~(0)/fi. The limiting behavior of a for equal gaps AL ——hz ——6 is

and P(r) has the same long-time expansion, but is propor-
tional to ln r for small 5

~

r /A'. Another interesting case
is the limit where 6 vanishes. Then for general tempera-
tures

Rp Ap
+2 f d~ f dr'a(r r')—

(~k T/A')
a 'T

2~e R~ sin (~kTrlfi)
&&sin [-,' [P(r)—P(r')])

with a tilted washboard potential

(32)

The physics of the terms involving a and P is quite dif-
ferent. Suppose P(r) varies slowly on the time scale deter-
mined by the extent of a and P, namely A/A. This can be
arranged by appropriate choice of junction parameters. In
this limit the /3 term becomes local in time. We observe,
furthermore, that g is related to the critical current of the

AP/2
junction ~&2drp(r)= I, /2e H—ence t.he p term (in
lowest order) gives rise to the "washboard potential"

Sp/R= —f dr(I, /2e)cosg(r) . (30)

In contrast the a term has a leading P dependence involv-
ing (BPIBr) . We will exploit this property further below.

If the superconducting tunnel junction is biased by an
external current I, we have to add an additional potential
contribution

Ap
~r/R= —f, dr(I/2e)y, (31)

which tilts the washboard. This term can be justified
from the kinetic energy te'rms ( m /2)psL ~~~ v sL ~z~ [see Eq.
(19)] integrated over the I. (or R) electrode with suitable
boundary conditions "at the battery. " A more precisely
defined model of the current source, taking care of the
boundary condition, is achieved by closing the electrodes
in a large loop, with a large number of vvindings of the
phase around the loop. This, of course, represents a
SQUID with a large trapped flux. In this case the kinetic
energy, integrated around the loop gives rise to the extra
potential contribution Sz. Since I is the current in the
bulk, it can be considered constant even if P changes by
amounts of order 2m.

At this level of approximation, ignoring a constant
term, we can write the effective action of a current biased
tunnel junction as

U(4)=— e
cos 2' + (4—4,„,)2e C, 2L,

where L, is the geometric induc. ance. Also in the kinetic
(capacitive) energy and the a term we should express the
phase P by the flux 4 using relation (22).

The action in the form (32) bears close similarity to that
of Caldeira and Leggett. ' In particular, the a term
represents the effect of damping. In our model it is due to
quasiparticle tunneling across the barrier. %'e will draw
further comparisons and comment on the differences in
Sec. IV. In the case where the damping is due to a normal
shunt tunnel junction, which we may model by setting
6=-0 in the a term, or at finite temperatures, the form
(32) is about as far as we can simplify the action. In the
case cf an ideal superconducting tunnel junction at zero
temperature, provided that the characteristic time scale of
the motion of P is slow compared to A'/4, the short range
of a as well as of P allows us further approximation. Ex-
panding sin (P —P')/4 leads to

tip Ap/2
5 /A'= —, f dr(BQ/Br) f d~'a(r')r'

In this form we see that the effects of the quasiparticles
under the given conditions are to increase the effective
capacitance. In a mechanical analog the particle becomes
heavier. For AL ——AR this change is"'

5C/C =3M/(32bR~C) .

I,fi
U(P) = —— cosP-

2e 2e

The action of a SQUID differs in the potential term by
the magnetic field energy. Hence
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A similar correction results from the P term, if we include
higher terms of the expansion in (r v—'). Combining both
we find the action contains an enhanced, phase- (flux)
dependent capacitance (ren is renormalized),

C„„=C+5C[1—(1/3)cosg] . (34)

Above, we expressed the partition function in terms of
a path integral, which is of interest if we want to calculate
thermodynamic properties, including (in the limit
P=1/kT~oo) ground-state properties. We can easily
generalize our approach to include external sources. For
example, the generating functional

p(tf)=U(tf, t; )p(t;)U(t;, tf), (36)

integrals in imaginary times t = —.iw where t varies be-
tween —ifiP and 0.. In this section we will present a
path-integral description in real times. The averaging
over the internal degrees of freedom (quasiparticles in the
case of the tunnel junction) is done on the level of proba-
bilities and not amplitudes. This leads us to consider dou-
ble pair integrals (a forward and backwar'd propagator),
which are coupled after averaging.

As an example, we consider the time development of
the density matrix p(t) It. is governed by the equation

AP
Z[g]=Tr Texp ——f dr[H I,(r)g(r—)] (35)

where U(tf, t; )—the time evolution operator —is the
time-ordered exponential

provides a convenient, systematic formulation to express
expectation values and correlation functions of the tunnel-

ing current I, in various situations (see, e.g., Ref. 19). We
will not comment on this point further since some of the
results will emerge from the real-time analysis to be
presented in the next section.

III. REAL-TIME DESCRIPTION

In the last section we developed a quantum-statistical
description of our system of interest. The statistical
Boltzrnann factor e ~ leads us to consider formally path

U(tf, t; ) = T exp i f—dt'H(t')/A
l

Again our system of interest has several degrees of free-
dorn. We want to keep track of one of them; the rest of
the degrees of the reservoir remain unobserved and should
be eliminated from the description. For simplicity, let us
assume first that these degrees of freedom are coordinates,
denoted by x and R=R], . . . , R&, respectively. We as-
sume that the system is initially in "thermal equilibrium"
(to be specified further in a moment) and we trace over all

the final states of R. We thus are lead to consider a re-
duced density matrix

f d"&&x&R~p(tf) ~x2R&= f «', «;d"~;d"~,'d"~&x, R~ U(tf, t, ) ~x, R, &

X&x, R, ~p(t, ) ~x, R, &&x,R;
~

U(t, , tf) ~x,R&. (37)

d~z axe Ze"~" ~'",
C

(38)

There remains some ambiguity in the way the initial state
is prepared, differing (at least) in the resulting transient,
short-time behavior. Feynman and Vernon, and others
thereafter, ' ' assumed that at t; the system factorizes
as p(t;)=p„(t;) p (t;) where p- is the thermal densityI X l R l

matrix of the reservoir by itself. This is equivalent to as-
suming that there was no interaction between the reservoir
and the coordinate of interest x before t;. Alternatively,
we may assume that the total system was thermalized, be-
fore, at t;, we project out a certain state of x. Formally
this means we fix the initial values of x'& and xz by
5(x~ —x&;)5(xz —xz;) in (37). We achieve this by a mea-
surernent of x at t;, rejecting all events which do not satis-
fy the initial conditions. Finally, we can imagine keeping
x fixed at a value x =x; before t; and having the reservoir
thermalized in interaction with x according to this fixed
value. This possibility represents those physical situations
where we prepared the system in the initial state by apply-
ing a suitable field (coupling to x only) which is switched
off at t;.

We exploit the formal similarity between the statistical
Boltzmann factor p(t;) = U(t; ifiP, t; )/ZG and t—he time-
evaluation operator to write the reduced density matrix as

f d R &x)R
~
p(tf )

~

x2R&

where the path is along the Kadanoff-Baym23 contour C
in the complex t plane connecting the points
t;, tf, t;, t; —i'. The path integral in (38) is performed
subject to the constraints x =x& at the end of the path
from t; to tf and x =x2 at the beginning of the path from
tf to t; i fiP. Also, the—specification of the initial
"thermal state" may be expressed by further constraints
on x along the vertical part of the path.

To proceed we want to eliminate the reservoir degrees
of freedom and obtain an effective descript'ion expressed
in terms of the interesting variable x only. The procedure
is similar in principle to that of Sec. II. But in contrast to
that problem where we calculated complete traces only,
we now have to specify x at various times. This is a
straightforward extension, if x is a particle coordinate. It
also is straightforward, in the case of a SQUID, where the
interesting variable is the vector potential A (or the flux,
which is a linear function of A), and the reservoir vari-
ables to be integrated out are the electron degrees of free-
dom, i.e., P~(x, t) However, we . encounter a conceptual
problem. in the case of a Josephson tunnel junction, where
the interesting variable is the phase difference. The prob-
lem arises from the fact that we have not identified a set
of simultaneously measurable variables which together
with the phase completely specify the state of the system.
This prevents us from projecting out states with definite
phase. We circumvent this complication by considering
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f,Due"'"'"
G

(39)

The resulting effective action S[P] for real times is ob-
tained from the corresponding imaginary-time action by
an analytic continuation ~~it. However, care has to be
exercised regarding the nonlocal terms in S, e.g., those
double-time integrals representing the dissipation. The
kernels cc(t, t') and /3(t, t') are discontinuous functions of

the tunnel junction (again) as part of a SQUID. The
Meissner effect and the flux quantization establish (on the
mean-field level) a linear relation between the phase
difference across the junction and the trapped flux, i.e.,
the vector potential A. In this sense we can indeed treat
the phase as an ordinary variable.

We now repeat all the steps of the last section, i.e., in-
troduce order parameters and voltage fields; however, all
the path integrals are taken along the Kadanoff-Baym
contour in the complex-time pla~e, and we restrict our-
selves again to the only strongly fluctuating variable: the
phase difference in the case of the tunnel junction or the
flux in the SQUID. For definiteness we concentrate on
the case of the tunnel junction, where

their time arguments at t =t' if both t and t' are on the
same (either forward or backward) path. More precisely,
if r and t' are on the forward (backward) path the time-
ordered a'(t, t') [antitime ordered cr,'(t, t')] enters (similarly
for P), whereas for t and t' on different paths a~(t, t') or
a~(t, t') appear, reflecting that times on the backward
path are always "later" than those on the forward path.

If we express, in the usual way, the diagonal and off-
diagonal Green's function G and I' by the spectral densi-
ties and equilibrium distribution functions, we find.

I„(co),

(40)

p(()(i) ( ) f co
~ irat-

e —~ 2m.
I, (co) .

~ (+ )Pfm

A.gain we assume that the distribution of the electrons, ex-
cept for the fact that they instantaneously follow the shift
of the electric potential, is little distorted by the tunneling
of electrons. The quantity I„(co) is the quasiparticle
current at voltage fm/e, whereas the quantity I, is related
to the supercurrent. They are

I„(co)

I, (co)

1

f dEM(E+ , fico)M(—E——,Ace) &&
. Q2

2eR~
(E + T~)(E —, fico)—1

X I tanh[(E + , f)rc/o2kT—]—tanh[(E —, fico) /2kT] I—, (41)

where W(E)=B( E —6) E
~

/(E b, )'~ is the B—CS density of states. The zero voltage critical supercurrent is
given as

dco I, (co)
I, =P (42)

+
For real times t, a has real and imaginary parts cc'~'(t) =aR(t)( —)iar(t) and

cc"'(t)=aR(t)( —)i sgn(t)ai(t) .

Corresponding relations hold for P. We recall the fact that a and P are products of two Green's functions. From this it
is aPParent that ar (Pr ) has the meaning of a junction resPonse function, whereas air (Prr ) has the meaning of a correla-
tion function. Indeed, they are related by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

cr rc ( co ) = l czr ( co )c0th
2kT

(43)

with a similar relation for P.
To put (39) into a more transparent form it is convenient to distinguish between the forward and backward paths con-

necting r; and t&. Calling the path function p&(t) on the forward segment from t; to tf and pz(t) on the backward seg-
ment we can write the real-time segments of (39) as a double path integral

(44)

where both P&(t) and Pq(t) are functions over the domain t; &t &tf Equation (4.4) is of the Feynman-Vernon form.
Following Schmid, who discussed a similar problem of a particle coupled to harmonic oscillators, we introduce a
"center-of-mass" and "relative" coordinate P= —,(rt ~+$2) and X=/& —Pi. In terms of these variables the effective ac-
tion, which is complex S =S~+IS2, becomes '
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Si[P,X]= f dt C AX fiX

2e 2e

+8A' dt dt' at(t —t')sin f3/—(t —t')sin 6(t —t')sin —cos
p+p', . x x'

2 2 4

Sz[f,x] =4A dt dt aiba(t —t )cos +/3g (t —t )cos sin —sin
p+p'

2
'

2 4 4

(45)

It is possible to interpret S2, the imaginary part of the
action, as the result of Gaussian stochastic force. In the
present problem some care has to be exercised because of
the factor cos(P+P')/2 multiplying az (Pii). The inverse
of aR(t t )—cos(P P—)/2 is not a positive definite opera-
tor. %e overcome this complication by splitting S2 into
two parts and introducing two independent stochastic
forces g~ and gz, such that

—Sz/A'
( ist/R)

of the quasiparticle current. Nevertheless, it is instructive
to consider them in the limit 4=0, while retaining the
washboard potential (i.e., retaining the supercurrent
I,&0) We. can think about this limit as describing a
Josephson junction shunted by a normal tunnel junction
with conductan. ce much larger than that of the Josephson
junction. . In this limit the normal current is purely Ohmic
I~(to) =fico/(eR~). Hence

at (t) =fi/(2e R~)—5(t),

S~/ft= —J dt g&(t)cos —+gz(t)sin sin —.
2 '/ P . . I
e 'i 2 2 4

(46)

aR(co) =fico/(2e R~)coth(Pfico/2) .

%'ithin this approximation the total action becomes

(48)

The average is taken over the two independent Gaussian
random variables, g& and gz, with autocorrelation func-
tions

J'fd CA'P AX

i 28 28'

1 iiiP fi—sin-
R~ 28 8 2

2 +
(gi(z)(t)gi(z)(t') ) =2e [aii (t —t')( —)Pti (t —t')],

(47)
(gi(t)gz(t') ) =0,

where an't and Pzi follow from Eq. (40).
The action (45), with the possible interpretation of Sz

as given in (46), represents a general description of the
dynamics of a Josephson tunnel junction (or with suitable
extension of a SQUID). Frequently it is sufficient to con-
sider simpler approximate versions. For example, in
many cases the variations of the phase are slow on a time
scale given by A'/b, . Then Pt dominates over Pii and to
lowest order can be approximated by Pt (I, /2e)5(t —t'). ——
Substituting this into (45) yields the contribution

J dt(I, A'/2e)[cos(/+7/2) —cos(P —7/2)],
i.e., exactly the effect of a washboard potential
U(P) = —(I,fi/2e) cPo.sConsistently, the correlation
functions of g& and of gz are identical, given by ait only.

At T =0, in the superconducting tunnel junction
model, the effect of the environment for slow phase
motions in real tiroe is, as in the description of Sec. II, to
modify the capacitance. Keeping the lowest nonvanishing
time moments of the nonlocal terins in (45)—the zeroth
and second moments of Pt and the second moment of
aI—which can be calculated exactly in this model, one
finds the correction equivalent to using Eqs. (33) and (34)
in the forward and backward time-evolution operators.
Thus all the slow physics of the superconducting tunnel
junction at zero temperature can be obtained from a
Schrodinger equation.

The response function aI and the correlation function
a~ in general depend on 5 reflecting the gap dependence

—U(/+7/2)+ U(P —X/2)

I I

Sz ——4ft I f dt dt'sin —aii(t —t')cos sin
4 2 4

(49)

Finally, we mention that if we replace the trigonometric
functions in (49) by their small argument expansions we
reproduce the effective action found in Refs. 8 and 21,
which describes a particle coupled linearly to a suitable set
of harmonic oscillators.

IV. RESULTS, COMPARISON, AND DISCUSSION

In the previous two sections we developed the forrnal
theory describing a superconducting tunnel junction. In
the following we will first summarize what we have done
so far and then draw conclusions and discuss results. We
will also compare with related work on simpler systems,

A. Summary

We showed, starting froIII the microscopic theory, i.e.,
the BCS theory of superconductivity and a tunnel Hamil-
tonian for the tunnel junction, how the relevant degrees of
freedom, i.e., the complex order parameter of the super-
conductors and the voltage difference across the junction
arise. By introducing them as variables in a functional or
path integral we do not limit ourselves to a self-consistent
field theory. All the other electronic degrees of freedom
are assumed to adjust to these fields. We eliminate them
by taking the trace over the fermion field operators. We
found that fluctuations in the magnitude of the order pa-
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rameter, as well as deviations from the Josephson relation
h(() =2eV and the Meissner effect are suppressed by bulk
energies. In contrast the phase difference P feels only a
shallow potential proportional to the critical current I, of
the junction, which is small since it itself depends on the
microscopic tunnel matrix element.

We obtai~ explicit results if we treat the tunneling in
the usual approximation scheme, i.e., assume that the rna-
trix element T ~ is small and weakly dependent on the
momentum transfer. Our main results are the effective
(imaginary time) action (25) from which the quantum-
statistical properties can be derived, and the double field,
real-time action (45) which governs the time evolution of
the system. Our description contains the standard theory
of electron tunneling in Josephson junctions, i.e., both the
supercurrent, the quasiparticle tunneling current, and
quasiparticle-supercurrent interference terms. We will
demonstrate this below.

At this stage a comment on the physical. consequence of
our small T expansion is in order. We explicitly keep
track of the total charge of the electrons in each electrode.
However, we assume (when evaluating a and P) that the
energy distribution of the electrons in the electrodes is
thermal~ven though the tunnel process at finite voltages
may lead to a population change far away from the Fermi
level. Clearly this assumption is justified if there exists a
fast relaxation process. The distortion of the distribution
function created by the tunneling in principle modifies the
tunnel current. But we estimate this effect to be very
small as Iong as the tunnel current is weak and the elec-
trodes are not of microscopic dimensions. The fact that
we are interested in variations on time scales short com-
pared to inelastic lifetimes demonstrates the relevance of
the second argument. On the other hand, it is the eventu-
al thermalization of the electrons (by emission of phonons
which may escape into the heat bath) that removes the en-

ergy d.issipated in the charge-transfer processes from the
electronic system. As is typical for transport phenomena,
we can proceed, calculating response functions in low or-
der whereas the dissipated energy becomes relevant only
in higher order.

In those circumstances, where the phase varies slowly
on a time scale given by A'/b„ the short range of P(r) [or
of Pt(t)] allows us to replace the P terms by a potential
—(I,A/2e)cosg. This approximation corresponds to re-
placing the supercurrent by Is ——I,si Pn(t). (The general
expression will be recovered below. ) Although this ap-
proximation is strictly true only for constant P, experience
tells us that this is a good qualitative approximation for
most problems. The resulting imaginary-time action is
now of a rather similar structure as that of Caldeira and
Leggett. ' However, there are still~ven qualitative—
differences in the dissipation tenn. The model of Caldeira
and Leggett —a particle interacting linearly with a suit-
ably chosen reservoir of harmonic oscillator [linear both
in the particle (x) and reservoir (R;) coordinates, i.e.,
H;„,=x+,. C;R;]—was constructed to produce in the
classical limit a velocity proportional, i.e., Ohmic damp-
ing. In our system the dissipation results from the tunnel-
ing of quasiparticles. The gap dependence of a and the
sinusoidal phase dependence reflect the peculiarities of the

quasiparticle current in a Josephson junction. Taking the
b, =O limit of a [i.e., using (29) or (49)] models a normal
tun~el junction, which has an Ohmic dissipation. In this
case, at zero temperature a(r) —I/r . This result agrees
with the kernel of Caldeira and Leggett, who obtained it
by choosing the spectral density of the harmonic oscilla-
tors and coupling strength C; suitably. Clearly, for a dif-
ferent choice of these parameters, within the linear-
coupling model, any functional dependence of a(r) can be
simulated. It is interesting to note that the dissipation
of a particle due to interaction with particle-hole pairs of
a Fermi fluid also results in a kernel a(r) —1/r (see Refs.
25).

We furthermore draw attention to the fact that our
variable is a phase which enters into our action only as
derivative or in trigonometric functions (with the excep-
tion of the approximated term representing the current
source). The resulting cyclicity of the action reflects the
discreteness of the und. erlying charge-transfer process. As
a result (which will be demonstrated below) the noise of
the tunnel junction, normal or superconducting, is shot
noise. In this respect our result differs from that of Cal-
deira and Leggett even in the 6=0 limit. Their variable
is a coordinate and the noise obtained from their analysis
is ordinary Gaussian, i.e., Johnson-Nyquist noise. ' '

Their model for dissipation describes an ordinary resistor.
Formally our description reduces to theirs if, in addition
to setting 5=0, we replace in the a terms the tri-
gonornetric functions by their small argument expansions.
Conversely, the phase-related features of our model can
be obtained by a simple generalization of Caldeira
and Leggett's model: We have to couple to two indepen-
dent ensembles of harmonic oscillators {R "I and I R 'I
by a coupling of the form

H;„,=cos(P/2) g C;"'R "+si (nP /)2g C 'R

The coupling strengths C;"' and C ' and the spectral den-
sities of the oscillators are related to a(r)+P(r)

Finally, we note that in our description the tunneling
Hamiltonian yields both the dissipation related to the
quasiparticle current and the potential corresponding to
the supercurrent. Therefore, questions of potential renor-
malization never arise. Such questions arose in connec-
tion with the model of Caldeira and Leggett and caused
some misunderstanding in the literature. Obviously,
also in their model a careful physical interpretation settles
this question in an unambiguous way.

B. Quantum Langevin equations

The time evolution of the density matrix discussed in
Sec. III contains all the quantum-mechanical information
on our system. It may serve as a starting point to analyze
the effect of dissipation on quantum coherence (compare
Chakravarty and Leggett ) or quantum interference
(compare Caldeira and Leggett ). So far, this general
theory has been applied only in very simple systems as,
for example, a two-level system, or for a harmonic oscilla-
tor. Two approximation schemes appear useful to
proceed: In certain cases, if the nonlocality of the correla-
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tion functions aii, PR is irrelevant, we can derive a
Fokker-Planck description (see, e.g. , Ref. 21). Alterna-
tively, we may treat the variable of interest, i.e., in our
case the phase P, as a classical variable. The coupling to
the reservoir, i.e., the quasiparticle degrees of freedom,
leads to dissipation and noise. Thus in the classical limit
the equation of motion is a Langevin equation. In this
limit (A'~0) the equation of motion can be derived from
the least action principle

&S[0» k ]
6X

(50)

C + '- I +I, sing=(', (i) —cos +gz(t)sin~fi 1 iiich

2e R~ 2e ' 2 2

(51)

The right-hand side reflects the current noise lz(t, P) of
the tunnel junction. It is quantum shot noise. It appears
as a sum of two independent Gaussian noise terms gi and

gz, . coupling to cosP/2 and sing/2. Their correlation
functions are

Here S[Q,X,g;]=Si[piX]+S~ where S, is the real part
of the action (45) (in the two fields) and S~ was intro-
duced in (46) replacing the imaginary part S2. The fields

gi and $2 are Gaussian stochastic variables with correla-
tion functions given by the A'~0 limit of (47). (Notice
that X=O is a solution of dS/dP=O. ) We do not write
the Langevin equation at this stage (it will be written
below). Here we merely mention that the noise term is 5
correlated with amplitude proportional to 2kT/R

There have been attempts in the past to extend
phenomenologically the Langevin equation beyond the
strictly classical regime. A partial formal justification
was given by Schmid. ' The form of this "quantum
Langevin equation" is the same as of the classical coun-
terpart; however, the noise is "quantum noise, reflecting
the quantum nature of the reservoir. In simple cases the
noise correlation function is (enrico/R)coth(fico/2kT), which
in the classical limit Ace«kT reduces to the classical
white-noise spectrum. Technically, this quantum
Langevin equation follows from the condition (50) gen-
eralized in the respect that the correlation functions are
retained in their general A-dependent form. Although this
extension appears suggestive, we stress that the question
of its validity is not settled, unless the system is purely
harmonic (see also Refs. 30 and 31 for further com-
ments). We will follow this procedure anyhow and
present here the quantum Langevin equation of an ideal
tunnel junction. %'e do so in order to point out the in-

teresting differences to the ordinary quantum Langevin
equation, which was applied to describe resistively shunt-
ed junctions. %e will also demonstrate that in certain
limits —other than Pi~0—the quantum form is correct
and indeed necessary.

In order to avoid unnecessary complication we first dis-

cuss the limit where we express the supercurrent in a sim-

ple form and treat the quasiparticles as in the normal state
[Eqs. (48) and (49)]. In this case the least-action principle
(50) yields

(g;g~ )„=512e az(co) =5; . fico coth
Zkr

(52)

In contrast the ordinary quantum Langevin equation, for
example, of Schmid, which models the Johnson-Nyquist
noise of a resistor, contains only one such noise term. The
noise term in (51) actually emerged in this form from our
formal analysis. At the same time, this form is conceptu-
ally the simplest and most accessible, for example, for a
numerical analysis. In contrast the correlation function of
the total noise current depends on the actual state of the
system: If the phase takes the values P and P' at times t
and t', respectively, then

(Iiv(t, g)I~(t', P')) =2e aii(t t')—cso2 iv (53)

In the special case where the junction is operated with a
constant voltage bias, such that P P'=—2eV(t t')/fi t—he
power spectrum takes the familiar form obtained by
Dahm et al:

( I&I~ )„= g (irico+e V)coth
1 fico+e V

(54)

For voltages eV exceeding kT and hco the fluctuations in
the tunnel current are proportional to the current itself.
This is a characteristic feature of shot noise. The power
spectrum is larger than the Johnson-Nyquist spectrum of
an equivalent resistor. Notice that it is the factor
cos(P —P')/2 in Eq. (53), leading to the shift by +eV in

(54), combined with the fact that aii (t t') is of—the quan-
tum form which is responsible for this difference.

As a second simple example for the use of the result

(53), relevant for examples in cases where the junction is
used as a mixer (see Ref. 33), we consider a tunnel junc-
tion driven by an ac voltage bias at frequency ~p, i.e.,
V=Vocos(coot}. If the voltage is small eVO«%coo the
current noise at small frequencies %co «kT averaged over
a period is

2e Vp
1 ——

R~ 8 Scop

2e Vo ~p ~o+- coth
8 Scop R~ 2kT

(55)

In the limit where the relevant time scales are slow, i.e.,
~, eV «kT, the noise reduces to classical 5-correlated
or white noise. In this case, the two noise sources in (51)
add up and act like one classical noise term. However, if
the phase evolves faster, we explore the part of the quan-
tum power spectrum, which (for fico &kT) increases pro-
portional to cu. It is instructive to consider the correlation
function in times: az(t i'} has —a large peak at i =i'
[singular if az(co) did not have a high-frequency cutoff
equal to co,], becomes negative beyond (for

~

t t'
~

& 1/co, ), re—flecting an anticorrelation in the noise
which in part compensates for the equal-time peak, and
decays on a time scale given by fi/kT (we assume

fico, »kT). If the phase varies on a time scale A/kT, the
fact that the noise couples to cosP or sing can revert the
effect of the anticorrelation. This leads to the increase of
the shot noise over the ordinary quantum, i.e., Johnson-
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Nyquist noise.
The general theory of the Josephson tunnel junction

represented by the action (45) leads to a quantum
Langevin equation of the form

C I ——4e dt' al(t —t')sin
2e 2

+pii (t —t')cos 6+(b'
2

which exhibits its relation to the quasiparticle and
quasiparticle-pair interference current. Also, the
Auctuation-dissipation theorem is apparent in this form.

In cases where the Josephson junction is operated with
a fixed voltage bias the tunneling current takes the fami-
liar form

dm
IT(V) = I„(eV/A)+ P f '

sing(t)~—e V/A'

+I,(eV/R)cosP(t) . (58)

The p term gives rise to the supercurrent ( -sing) but also
to the cosP or quasiparticle-pair interference current. (It
has been pointed out in Ref. 36 that bulk scattering pro-
cesses may modify this interference term, which appears
consistent with experiments. This is not included in our
present formulation. ) In the case of a constant voltage the
quasiparticle part of the power spectrum (57) becomes

)quasiparticle Aco+e V
X N co

(59)

For practical calculations a hybrid description between
(51) and (56) is popular and qualitatively reasonable. It
treats the quasiparticle (cx) current in its general form but
ignores the interference term and the supercurrent is set to
Is(t)=I, sing(t). Consistently the noise correlations do
not involve pii, that means (g;(t)gz(t') ) =5;J2e &ii(t—t').

In a different limit, namely if the phase varies slowly in
time but P&0, if furthermore T =0 and A&0, the quasi-
particle and quasiparticle-interference term are propor-
tional to Pi, exactly consistent with the capacitance renor-

=pi(t)cos(P/2)+(2(t)sin(P/2) . (56)

Here gi and gq are again independently Gaussian stochas-
tic variables with different correlation functions as given
by the general form (47). The integrals on the left yield
the quasiparticle and supercurrent in their general nonlo-
cal form as obtained by Werthamer. The correlation
function of the total noise current, in generalization of
(53), can be written as

malization (34). On this level (the classical current-pha, se
relation), the capacitance renormalization was noticed be-
fore by Tucker.

In the case where the junction is operated such that the
voltage does not vanish on the average (e.g., if a current I
larger than I, is imposed), the shot-noise power spectrum
even at small frequencies fico/kT &&1 is enhanced over
the thermal noise [see Eq. (54)]. Although this agrees
with the classical result, we stress again that we had to re-
tain the quantum form of the correlation function to ar-
rive at this result. Clearly this enhanced noise current
enters into the current conservation relation (51) or (56).
We thus see that the quantum form of the Langevin equa-
tion is correct in a nontrivial and important limit. In this
context it is interesting to note the consequence of the
Josephson relation A'$=2eV. Even if the voltage changes
slowly on a time scale given by A/kT, the phase may ro-
tate fast if e V & kT. Whereas usually in physics we try to
use the slowest variables as independent degrees of free-
dom, the description of a Josephson junction is simple in
terms of the fast phase. On the other hand, we must
sacrifice and retain the detailed structure of the correla-
tion function.

It would be interesting to analyze the effect of shot
noise in nondriven situations by evaluating Eqs. (51) or
(56). It has been conjectured by Ben-Jacob et al. that
shot noise may be overall larger than an equivalent
Johnson-Nyquist noise and thus enhance transition rates.
However, their analysis is based on an ansatz for the
noise, which was guided by the observation that the power
spectrum (54) or (59) of the driven system is enhanced,
but which violates the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
Consequently, their quantitative conclusions, except for
the case I~~I„are incorrect.

In a recent analysis' ' the power spectrum of fluctua-
tions in a normal tunnel junction with capacitance was
analyzed. It turns out that in a closed system the discrete-
ness of the available states reduces the current fluctua-
tions, actually stronger than the above-mentioned
enhancement. A Langevin equation of the type (51) or
(56) in a continuous variable does not account for this
feature; it is more appropriate for an open system where
there is a continuum of available states.

C. Macroscopic quantum phenomena
in Josephson junctions

We now turn to the question of how dissipation by
quasiparticle tunneling affects macroscopic quantum phe-
nomena in a Josephson junction. In particular, we are in-
terested in the effect of dissipation on the transition rate
from a superconducting into a resistive state. At low tem-
peratures this transition occurs via quantum tunneling.
Caldeira and Leggett ' analyzed this problem in situa-
tions where the dissipation occurs in a normal shunt resis-
tor. They used methods developed by Langer and Callan
and Coleman, generalized to situations where the action
contains nonlocal, dissipative elements. The important
point is that the tunnel rate is determined by the action of
a saddle-point solution (bounce) starting and ending in the
metastable potential minimum (maximum, if we work in
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imaginary times, where the potential is inversed) and
crossing the barrier (valley) back and forth. Caldeira and
Leggett found that dissipation inhibits the tunneling.

We obtain a qualitative estimate for the difference be-
tween Ohmic dissipation and dissipation by quasiparticle
tunneling simply by comparing the effective action
representing the two cases. The action of Caldeira and
Leggett is obtained from our approximate version (32)—
which we consider first —if we ignore the effect of the en-

ergy gap, i.e., replace a by its 6=0 limit and replace
sin(P —P')/4 by its argument. The fact that the phase
enters only in the sine function in principle makes quasi-
particle tunneling less effective as a damping mechanism
than an Ohmic resistor. However, since the transition to
the resistive state occurs mostly for I close to I„when
the distance under the barrier is only a small fraction of
2rr, this effect is usually of little importance. The gap
dependence of the quasiparticle tunneling (a), however,
leads to significant changes. A typical time scale for vari-
ations of P (as relevant for the tunneling process) is given

by the characteristic frequency of the potential, i.e., the
Josephson frequency roj =(2e/A)(I, /C)'~ or, in fact, if
the current I is close to the critical current I„a small
fraction of co&. For most experimental parameters coJ is
smaller than A. Hence, the exponential decay at T =0 of
a(r) for large r reduces the action of the bounce and
hence the effect of the dissipation below the result of Cal-
deira and Leggett by a factor of order fico~/b, (or even
smaller if I is close to I, ).

In Sec. II we showed that the effect of the quasiparticle
tunneling at zero temperature for Acoz &~A is to renormal-
ize the effective capacitance. Upon closer inspection we
found that corrections from the expansion in the P term
gave rise to a further phase-dependent capacitance correc-
tion. The result for C„„is given in (34). It is straightfor-
ward to work out quantitatively the effect of this renor-
malized capacitance on the tunneling rate. If the junction
is biased close to I, the barrier is near P =m/2 and the ef-
fect of the P term is inefficient, i.e., C„„=C+5C. In
contrast, in a SQUID with small inductance in an external
field, 4,„,=Co/2, the barrier is near P=~. This makes
the capacitance change most efficient, i.e.,
C„„=C+ —', 5C. If the tunneling path extends over larger

distances in P (of order tr) the effective capacitance de-

pends on the tunneling path P(r) and has to be determined
self-consistently.

This capacitance renormalization can be significant for
the claimed parameter values in the experiments of Jackel
et al. ' For a junction of capacitance 10 ' F and critical

current I,= 10 A—assuming I,R& ——m 6/2e and
b. /k =15 K—the estimate (34) yields 5C/C of order
70%. This will substantially reduce the tunneling rate.
We realize, however, the experimental difficulties in deter-
mining accurately the capacitance, which makes it diffi-
cult to test our conclusion.

At finite temperatures, or for small gaps fico& )b„or if
the dissipation occurs in a normal tunnel junction, we
have to find the action of the saddle-point solution of the
full nonlocal action, in the same fashion as discussed, e.g.,
by Caldeira and Leggett in order to determine the tunnel
rate. As long as there exists a gap, the effect of quasipar-
ticle tunneling on the quantum tunneling rate of the phase
will be quantitatively weaker than that of Ohmic dissipa-
tion in a resistor.

If we consider the effect of dissipation on the quantum
coherence we find qualitative differences between Ohmic
dissipation and quasiparticle tunneling. It has been shown
by Chakravarty, by Bray and Moore, and by others
thereafter ' that the Ohmic dissipation gives rise to a
certain phase transition at a critical coupling strength.
For weak coupling an essentially quantum-mechanical
behavior, though weakened or slowly decaying, is found;
for strong coupling the behavior is essentially classical.
Formally, this phase transition is related to the weak
power-law decay of the kernel a&(r) —I/r, which gives
rise to logarithmic interactions in the related one-
dimensional model of classical particles. An energy gap
in the excitation spectrum leads to an exponential decay
of a(r) e-~" for long times. Hence the interaction
will be short range and no phase transition occurs. In ad-
dition, even for weak damping, the influence of quasipar-
ticle tunneling on the quantum coherence is quantitatively
weaker than that of an Ohmic resistor with the same
high-voltage resistance. If macroscopic quantum coher-
ence is to be tested in an experiment, which obviously is at
the limit of what can be achieved, it is important to take
advantage of these differences.
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